
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Sydney is the perfect wine cellar for the stylish entertainer. The bold black 
stainless steel finish with matching aluminium handle is as equally brilliant 
as the wine showcased inside.  This contemporary unit houses the finest of 
features, including a high temperature and door ajar alert to ensure your 
favourite varietals are continuously stored at the ideal temperature for your 
guests' ultimate enjoyment.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Width 60cm 23.81"

Depth 55cm 21.85"

Height 87cm 34.6"

Shipping Details

Shipping Depth 72cm 28.54"

Shipping Width 68cm 26.77"

Shipping Height 96cm 37.99"

Shipping Weight 64kg 141.1lbs

Capacity
Volume 158 litres 5.6 cu.ft.

Bottle Capacity (750mL) 48

WARRANTY

This model comes with a 24-month in-home warranty on partsand labour. 
Installation and yearly maintenance (cleaning) of the fridge are not covered 
under the
warranty.

SYDNEY
24" Single Zone Wine Cellar - SSWC056D1B-S

PRODUCT FEATURES

Luxury, Obstruction-Free
The zero-clearance hinge system on this unit makes for a flush fit integrated 
built-in that will blend seamlessly with neighbouring cabinets. Surrounding 
surfaces will also be safe from bumps and nicks due to this ingeniously 
designed door system.

Stylish & Sound Shelving
Stainless steel ball bearing glides which extend 60% beyond the cabinet 
allow for you to effortlessly and safely select the perfect wine

Perfected Preservation
The alarm system works to ensure your varietals are continuously stored at 
the ideal temperature. An alert will gently sound if the door is not securely 
closed and when the temperature gets higher than your desired setting, so 
you can always be sure your wine is perfectly preserved.

Keep in the Cool
Low E-Glass seals in the cold in a way that's similar to a thermostat lining. 
The extremely thin layers of safe and low emissivity materials used in this 
unit reflect interior temperatures back inside, keeping your drinks properly 
chilled and protected

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience
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